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What is VIEW?  

The VIEW platform is a digital advertising platform that connects advertisers and advertising consumers 

based on the blockchain technology. The digital advertising market is growing rapidly every year due to 

the widespread use of PCs and smartphones, and recently. Recently, as the overall life has moved online 

due to the corona virus, its growth is accelerating, showing infinite the growth potential. 

On the other hand, this digital advertising market has several problems. As the market grows and 

technology advances, competition intensifies, which requires high entry barriers and high advertising 

costs to advertisers. In addition, the digital nature makes it impossible to directly check and verify whether 

the posted advertisement is functioning properly, and since most ad platforms provide a 'SKIP' function 

to skip the advertisement, the risk of not obtaining the advertising effect is increasing if there is no 

winning move in the first 5 seconds.  

Meanwhile, advertising consumers do not receive any benefit from spending their time watching 

advertisements. As a typical example, YouTube's ad campaigns continue to show users a lot of ads, but 

share the ad revenue only with the channel owner, and the users must pay an additional service fee not 

to see the ad. Of course, it is reasonable to create profits from advertising to run YouTube, but an equal 

and fair distribution of the astronomical advertising revenue will be necessary. 

The VIEW platform presents the following three goals to solve the aforementioned problems: The first 

goal is to provide various services specialized for advertisers to produce advertisements at low cost, and 

to provide active advertising solutions that allow advertisers to directly post and check; The second goal 

is to create a win-win ecosystem in which the advertisers offer direct watching rewards to advertisements 

posted in this way to fairly share the benefits with the advertising consumers who faithfully consume the 

ads. The third goal is to build and operate a truly decentralized digital advertising platform and ecosystem 

using the blockchain technology. 

Below, we are to explain in more detail the information about the VIEW platform, a digital advertising 

platform with infinite expandability, and the VIEW Token (VIEW) used within its own ecosystem, while 

introducing the project's vision and goals, roadmap, team members, etc. 
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Vision: Completion of a global win-win advertising platform completed through 

sharing 

 

With ‘sharing and win-win’ as its core value, the VIEW project aims to become a world-class 

company in the field of the rewarded advertising platform. In order to realize this goal, we will 

complete a high quality advertising platform, and to improve our quality of life through various 

social activities. To this end, the VIEW project attempts to move forward continuously based on 

the following management philosophy and goals.  

Management Philosophy and Goals 
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Platform Overview 

 

The VIEW platform is built on the web and serviced on PCs and mobiles, and operates based on the Solana 

blockchain, which is currently showing the best performance, and various technical services such as 

Phantom Wallet and Anchor Framework. In addition, by implementing intuitive and simple UX/UI 

considering user convenience, we plan to encourage anyone to utilize it easily. 
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Mission types of VIEW's reward advertisements 

 

The VIEW platform supports the above rewarded advertising missions. Any member who has been authenticated can 

be rewarded with VIEW points by watching advertisements or completing missions without restrictions. You can 

acquire up to 30,000 VIEW points per advertisement once and per day, and the acquired VIEW points can be used 

to purchase products at low prices in its own store or swapped with VIIEW Token (VIEW) and sent to the exchange 

for sale. The key difference between the VIEW platform and the existing rewarded advertising platform is that users 

have the right for rewards by building a truly decentralized economic ecosystem through the blockchain technology, 

rather than simply giving points or items. 

Reward process 

 

The reward process is divided into three major steps: First, the advertiser decides the amount of VIEW 

points to be paid to consumers who fulfill the mission of the advertisement they have registered. 

Afterwards, advertising consumers should submit proof after achieving the mission of the advertisement. 

Proof methods include upload of a screen capture photo or submission of text, and the type of watching 

a video to the end or clicking an ad will be automatically approved and rewarded. In the case of advertising 

missions that require manual confirmation, the advertiser or VIEW platform administrator confirms this and 

completes the reward. 

In summary, advertisers can execute advertisements more efficiently and intuitively than before 

through this reward process, and advertising consumers can also obtain additional reward, 

making it possible to expect a win-win economic ecosystem that is satisfying each other.  
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Operation of social contribution programs 

The VIEW project practices sharing and win-win. In addition to the aforementioned sharing and 

win-win between advertisers and advertising consumers, we plan to operate social contribution 

programs to create a better society. Social contribution programs widely publicize social welfare 

foundations or donation groups through donation-type advertisements. Representative 

organizations include children's foundations, orphanages, and support groups for children of 

families without parents. Both companies and advertising consumers can participate in the social 

contribution programs, which are operated as follows:  
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Donation concert 

VIEW plans to hold a quarterly donation concert to activate the aforementioned social contribution 

programs and promote an active donation culture. Donation concert tickets are sold publicly in our own 

store, and all ticket sales generated in this way are used as donation funds to help children of families 

without parents and the underprivileged in society 

 

Store for necessities of life 

 

In the VIEW platform, we plan to operate our own store that sells essential foods such as various 

groceries, rice, ramen, and canned food, and daily necessities such as toilet paper, soap, 

shampoo, toothpaste, and toothbrushes at low prices. In order to enable the project's own 

cryptocurrency, VIEW token (VIEW), to be actively used in real life, only VIEW token (VIEW) can 

be used for payment in its own store. 
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We plan to generate revenue from advertisers using the platform by providing the following business 

models: The generated revenue is used to operate the project foundation, develop services, and activate 

the VIEW platform. 

 

Advertising video, banner image production service 

This is a service that creates ad videos or banner images for advertisements. You can produce them at a 

low cost through partner companies linked to the VIEW project, and get help for optimized planning and 

strategies suitable for the characteristics of the product or service advertised. 

Platform advertising revenue 

The platform advertising revenue is the advertising cost that advertisers pay to display ads on the VIEW 

platform. Compared to other advertising platforms, the VIEW platform can guarantee high user 

engagement, and as a result, you can expect a high return on ad spend. In addition, the VIEW platform 

can conduct accurate target marketing by collecting information such as consumers' age, regions, and 

interests. 

Mission approval agency service 

It is a service acting on behalf of the approval of mission advertisements that require a step to verify 

information submitted by advertising consumers. Advertisers can handle this on their own, but if they do 

not have time, they can share the right with the VIEW platform administrator. 

Viral marketing service 

This is a service for advertisers who want to advertise not only on external blogs, cafes, and SNS 

communities as well as the VIEW platform. It has the advantage of being able to publicize 

advertisements naturally, and it is also possible to advertise content through famous creators or 

influencers with high ripple power. 
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VIEW token (VIEW), its own cryptocurrency, is used as a key resource for all economic activities within 

the platform and as a medium connecting advertisers and advertising consumers. Advertisers post 

advertisements or advertising consumers faithfully watch posted advertisements, which are contribution 

activities to vitalize the VIEW platform, so it can be seen that payment and reward are the main token 

economy. 

 

 

[VIEW token’s virtuous cycle token economy] 

 

As the platform is activated and the number of users increases, the demand for VIEW tokens 

(VIEW) increases rapidly, so we plan to secure stable liquidity for it 
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Overview of VIEW token 

 

Distribution to each used place 

 

Status of VIEW Token Distribution 
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Token Sale Policy  

VIEW tokens (VIEW) are sold through the following policies. Details can be delivered through a separate 

communication window. 

 

① Token Sale’s period and price, bonus information 

 Period Price Sales quantity 

Pre Sale 2021.11.01 ~ 2021.11.30 0.085 USD 14,000,000 VIEW 

② Safe deposit policy 

· In order to stabilize the market, the quantity of the foundation is protected for 12 months after listing 

on the exchange. 

· In order to stabilize the market, the number of team members and advisors will be lifted by 1% at the 

end of each month after the Grand Open (scheduled for March 1, 2022). 

· The quantity participating in the pre-sale will be paid in lump sum on June 1, 2022 

③ KYC and AML policy 

· Self-registration of customer information (applicable to all participants in the token sale) 

· Fill out documents to prevent money laundering (applicable to those who participated in the token 

sale of over $100,000) 

④ Accounting audit 

· VIEW PTE.LTD conducts an audit through the accounting firm’s ‘IW Tax Office In-wook Kwon’ and 

announces the results 

⑤ Project Steering Committee 

· Organized a Steering Committee of 5 or more composed of project team members and advisors of 

VIEW PTE.LTD 

· First Chairman of the Steering Committee: CEO Lee Seong-su 
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Project team member 

 

Adviser 
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VIEW Project roadmap 
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  Legal Disclaimers 

This white paper was written to provide information on the blockchain-based digital advertising platform, new business model and 

current status, and teams that the VIEW project intends to promote. This white paper is not intended to solicit investment in our 

platform and has nothing to do with it. In addition, the VIEW Team has prepared and provided this white paper as of the time of 

writing, and does not guarantee that any content in this white paper, including conclusions, will be accurate until future. The VIEW 

team does not represent or guarantee the accuracy of any matter to you in relation to this white paper, and does not assume any 

legal responsibility for it. For example, the VIEW Team does not guarantee whether i) the white paper has been written based on 

legitimate rights and does not infringe the rights of third parties, ii) whether the white paper is commercially valuable or useful, iii) 

the white paper is suitable for the achievement of your specific purpose iv) the content of the white paper is error-free. Of course, 

the scope of the disclaimer is not limited to the preceding examples. When you use this white paper in your own decision-making, 

etc. (including, but not limited to, referring to or based on the white paper), any other result, whether profit or loss, is entirely at 

your discretion. In other words, please note that the VIEW Team will not be liable for any damages, losses, debts or other damages 

caused to you by using this white paper.  

Warning on Forward-Looking Statements 

(a) Certain expressions specified in this white paper contain forward-looking statements regarding the future of the project, future 

events, prospects, etc. These contents are not statements based on historical facts and are identified by expressions similar to 

words, such as 'anticipate,' 'estimate,' 'believe,' 'expect,' 'prospect.' These forward-looking statements may also be included in other 

public materials such as presentations, interviews, and videos other than this white paper. Forward-looking statements contained 

in this white paper include, but are not limited to, the future results, performance and achievements of VIEW and its affiliates. (b) 

Forward-looking statements involve various risks and uncertainties. These statements do not guarantee future performance and 

therefore you should not rely on them unduly. If risks and uncertainties are materialized into reality, the actual performance and 

development of VIEW and its affiliates may differ from expectations set by forward-looking statements. Even if these circumstances 

change in the future, VIEW and its affiliates have no obligation to provide updates on forward-looking statements. If you act on 

the basis of forward-looking statements contained in this white paper, VIEW and affiliates’ websites and other materials, 

you are solely responsible for any non-realization of the forward-looking statements. (c) As of the date this white 

paper was written, the VIEW platform is not complete or fully operational. Although the description has 

been prepared on the premise that the VIEW Platform will be completed and fully operational in the future, 

this should not be construed as a guarantee or promise as to the completion and complete operation of 

the Platform. 
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Anti-Money Laundering Act (AML) 

Buyers must agree not to engage in any form of money laundering, illegal currency trading and other 

restricted activities through the VIEW Team's VIEW Token(VIEW) and other related derivatives (if any). 

Each participant should be aware that VIEW Token(VIEW) and other related derivatives cannot be sold, 

exchanged or disposed of directly or indirectly for the purpose of money laundering. 

 

 

Important matters 

Due to frequent changes in relevant policies, laws and regulations, technological, economic and 

other factors, the information provided in this white paper may not be accurate, reliable or final, 

and may be changed several times. This material is provided for informational purposes only. 

Our team is not responsible for the accuracy and legitimacy of the information provided. Anyone 

wishing to participate should not rely solely on the information in this white paper. We 

encourage participants to do their own research prior to sponsoring. In essence, this white paper 

is a business proposal or business promotion document, and is not legally binding in any case. 

The information stated in this document is for reference only, and VIEW Token(VIEW) buyers 

should take additional precautions themselves. 

 


